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Locked Nucleic Acid Biomolecular Handles Functionalize Double-
Stranded DNA for Single Molecule Manipulation
John P. Berezney, Omar A. Saleh.
University of California, Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, CA, USA.
This work shows that short mixmers composed of Locked Nucleic Acid (LNA)
and DNA can be used to add functional groups to specific sequences within
a double stranded DNA molecule for single molecule manipulation (SMM)
experiments. Traditional immobilization protocols often preclude experiments
on native biomolecular complexes; the use of these biomolecular LNA handles
could broaden the experimental possibilities by providing a simple, non-
pertubative labeling strategy. We show triplex-forming LNA probes with
functional moities can immobilize DNA stably and specifically with one simple
hybridization step. Further investigations of stability show that, although the
LNA handles are stable under shear forces up to 10 pN for long times, they
are up to two orders of magnitude less stable when force is applied in a geom-
etry which sequentially destabilizes the triplexes (i.e. an unzipping configura-
tion). We provide a set of rules for the esign and use of LNA handles in
SMM applications and show results using biomolecular handles on DNA struc-
tures from E. coli.
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Quantifying Force-Dependent Binding Kinetics of DNA-Ruthenium
Complexes
Sean T. Malley1, Micah J. McCauley1, Meriem Bahira1, Ioulia Rouzina2,
Fredrik Westerlund3, Mark C. Williams1.
1Northeastern University, Boston, MA, USA, 2University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, MN, USA, 3Chalmers University of Technology,
Goteborg, Sweden.
Ruthenium complexes are small synthetic molecules with a wide range of uses
including cancer therapy, and as a research tool to understand chemical carci-
nogenesis. Specifically, ruthenium dimers like [m-C4(cpdppz)2(phen)4Ru2]
4þ
have been engineered to have a high affinity for DNA and a very low dissoci-
ation rate. The complex consists of two Ru(phen)2 moieties connected by a
flexible linker, and its strong DNA binding inhibits replication of DNA in
target cancer cells. To quantify the rate at which DNA binding occurs for
this dimer, double-stranded DNA is stretched with optical tweezers, and
exposed to the ligand under a fixed applied force. When binding to DNA, the
two Ru(phen)2 moieties intercalate between base pairs via a threading mecha-
nism. Intercalation results in an increase in the length of the target DNA, and
the rate of this increase depends exponentially on the applied force. Force-
dependent fast and slow rates indicate two step binding in which the rate-
limiting step of each intercalation event involves DNA elongation by
0.22 þ/- 0.01 nm. The intercalation of the first moiety is rapid, followed by
threading of the complex which is an order of magnitude slower as it requires
local DNA melting. These studies demonstrate the capability of optical twee-
zers to elucidate the mechanism of complex DNA-ligand interactions, which
may facilitate the rational design of DNA binding ligands with specific DNA
interaction properties.
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A Minimal Optical Trapping and Imaging System
Carmen N. Hernandez Candia, Braulio Gutierrez-Medina.
IPICYT, San Luis Potosi, Mexico.
We have constructed and tested a simple and versatile optical tweezers appara-
tus made from individual optical components, capable of visualizing individual
microtubules (~25 nm in diameter) and studying biomolecules at the single-
molecule level, using a minimal set of parts. Our design is based on a conven-
tional, inverted microscope operating under plain bright field illumination. The
illuminating system of the microscope is composed of a current-stabilized LED
source, a collector lens system, a field diaphragm, a condenser iris diaphragm,
a relay lens (LR) that images the condenser iris diaphragm onto the condenser
back focal plane (BFP), and the condenser. All of these elements are adjusted
for Koehler illumination. On the other hand, a single IR laser beam, coupled
into the microscope, enables both standard optical trapping and BFP detection
for the measurement of molecular displacements and forces. A convenient fea-
ture of our optical setup is that the relay lens LR effectively decouples the il-
luminating system from the optical tweezers detection stage. In practice, we
can close the condenser iris diaphragm almost entirely (~90%) to maximize
contrast for sample visualization, while simultaneously using the full numerical
aperture of the condenser for BFP detection. We are able to further optimize
imaging of the microscope by using computer-based digital image processing,
effectively removing the background, reducing noise, and enhancing contrast.
Altogether, our system yields excellent sample visualization in real-time, with-
out the use of any specialized optics and without affecting the optical tweezersoptical path. We have tested the optical trapping instrument by measuring the
persistence length of double-stranded DNA at high ionic strength (150 mM of
Naþ), and by following the stepping of the motor protein kinesin on clearly
imaged microtubules. The approach presented here provides a straightforward
alternative for the study of biomaterials and individual biomolecules.
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DNA Origami Nanopores
Nicholas Bell1, Silvia Hernandez-Ainsa1, Christian Engst2, Tim Liedl2,
Ulrich Keyser1.
1Cambridge University, Cambridge, United Kingdom, 2Ludwig-Maximilians
Universitat, Munich, Germany.
Understanding membrane transport is of central importance in biology. In
many cases transport across membranes is regulated by nanometre scale
openings often named nanopores. For a deeper understanding and thus better
control of membrane transport our ability to engineer nanopores is crucial.
DNA origami offers a novel method for designing biomimetic nanopores.
We recently published work on creating a nanopore made by DNA origami
(highlighted in Nature Materials). We designed 3D DNA origami pores with
a smallest constriction of 7.5 nm and inserted them in fabricated solid-state
nanopores with diameters of 13-18 nm in silicon nitride membranes. Salt
solution was added on both sides of the silicon nitride membrane and upon
applying a potential of 100 mV the DNA origami moved by electrophoresis
and assembled into the solid state nanopore as measured by the reduction in
ionic current. This process could be repeated since switching the polarity of
the potential ejected the DNA origami from the solid state nanopore.
We are now exploring the novel opportunities DNA origami offers for mimick-
ing the properties of membrane proteins and for improving the specificity of
nanopore sensors.
References:
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Martin, C. Designer nanopores. Nature Materials 11, 95 (2012).
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Electrophoretic Forces on Multiple DNA Molecules in a Nanopore
Nadanai Laohakunakorn1, Sandip Ghosal2, Karolis Misiunas1,
Oliver Otto3, Ulrich F. Keyser1.
1University of Cambridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom, 2Northwestern
University, Evanston, IL, USA, 3Technische Universita¨t, Dresden, Germany.
As nanopore technology develops into a mature field, understanding the phys-
ics of polymer translocation through nanopores is more important now than
ever before. For charged molecules such as DNA, the electrophoretic force re-
mains the main driving force; however, its direct measurement in solid-state
nanopores has been achieved only relatively recently. Our measurements rely
on combining optical tweezers with glass nanopores based on nanocapillaries,
in order to stall single DNA molecules in a molecular tug-of-war. The forces
involved can be explained by carefully considering electrohydrodynamic ef-
fects, which are critically dependent on the boundary conditions of the system.
Previous studies have concentrated on single DNA molecules; here, we present
results for up to 12 DNAmolecules simultaneously held in a nanopore. We find
that hydrodynamic interactions between DNAmolecules are important, even in
the thin-Debye-layer limit. These lead to a decrease in the force per molecule as
more molecules are inserted. A simple scaling argument based on a mean field
theory explains our results. Our investigation highlights the effect of confine-
ment in determining the effective force responsible for DNA translocations.
The insight gained may be applicable in a wider context, such as in gel electro-
phoresis, where charged polymers move through a crowded network.
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DNA Nanostructures for Electrophysiology
Thomas G. Martin, Ruoshan Wei, Martin Langecker, Vera Arnaut,
Jonathan List, Stefan Renner, Michael Mayer, Ulrich Rant,
Friedrich C. Simmel, Hendrik Dietz.
Technische Universita¨t Mu¨nchen, Garching, Germany.
We report that DNA nanoplates on nanopores in solid-state membranes realize
a novel route for macromolecular sensing and sequencing with nanopores [1].
By employing programmable self-assembly with DNA origami, nanoplates are
made that are permeable for small ions but by default impermeable for macro-
molecules such as proteins and DNA. Custom apertures in the center of the
nanoplates are shown to enable or inhibit macromolecular translocation in
a size- selective fashion. Chemical moieties in the aperture convert the nano-
plates into user-definable chemically-selective gatekeepers for nanopores.
This is exemplified in experiments with single- stranded bait motifs in the nano-
plate aperture that enable the sequence-specific detection of prey DNA mole-
cules by current blockade dwells that are specific to the base-pairing
interactions between the bait and prey molecules.
518a Tuesday, February 5, 2013Further we created nanometer-scale transmembrane channels in lipid bilayers
using self-assembled DNA-based nanostructures [2]. Scaffolded DNA origami
was used to create a stem that penetrates and spans a lipid membrane, and a bar-
rel-shaped cap that adheres to the membrane in part via 26 cholesterol moieties.
In single-channel electrophysiological measurements, we find similarities
to the response of natural ion channels, such as conductances on the order of
1 nS and channel gating. In single-molecule translocation experiments, we
highlight one of many potential applications of the synthetic channels, namely
as single DNA molecule sensing devices.
References
[1] Wei*, R., Martin*, T.G., Rant, U. & Dietz, H.: DNA origami gatekeepers
for solid-state nanopores. Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. Engl. 51, 4864-4867 (2012).
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Detection of Sequence-Specific Proteins Bound to DNA using Solid-State
Nanopores
Osama K. Zahid, Jan Ruzicka, Autumn Carlsen, Ethan W. Taylor,
Adam R. Hall.
Joint School of Nanoscience and Nanoengineering, Greensboro, NC, USA.
Nanopore analysis holds great promise for performing DNA footprinting,
wherein the locations of binding entities can be mapped along single molecules
to reveal substructure. Towards this goal, we describe progress in the use of
solid-state nanopores for the detection of sequence-specific proteins bound to
double-strand DNA. We detect multiple specific binding entities during trans-
location using a common current sensing technique. We further investigate cus-
tom molecular constructs that offer single protein binding sites as a model
system. Successful implementation of this measurement technique has implica-
tions for future use in rapid genetic and epigenetic diagnostic systems.
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Engineering a Biomimetic Biological Nanopore to Selectively Capture
Folded Target Proteins
Giovanni Maglia1, Misha Soskine1, Annemie Biesemans1, Hagan Bayley2,
Stephen Cheley3, Benjamien Moeyaert1.
1University of Leuven, Leuven, Belgium, 2University of Oxford, Oxford,
United Kingdom, 3University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB, Canada.
Nanopores have been used in label-free single-molecule studies, including in-
vestigations of chemical reactions, nucleic acid analysis and applications in
sensing. Biological nanopores generally perform better than artificial nano-
pores as sensors, but they have disadvantages including a fixed diameter.
Here we introduce a biological nanopore ClyA that is wide enough to sample
and distinguish large analytes proteins, which enter the pore lumen. Remark-
ably, human and bovine thrombins, despite 86% sequence identity, elicit
characteristic ionic current blockades, which at50mVdiffer in their main cur-
rent levels by 265 1 pA. The use of DNA aptamers or hirudin as ligands further
distinguished the protein analytes. Finally,
we constructed ClyA nanopores decorated
with aptamers covalently attached to the
nanopore exterior. Like nuclear-pore com-
plexes (NPC), these nanopores selectively
captured and translocated cognate protein
analytes into their interiors, but excluded
non-cognate analytes.2658-Pos Board B677
Sit, Roll Over, Play Dead: Investigating the Effects of pH on the
Translocation of Double-Strand DNA through Solid-State Nanopores
Michael M. Marshall, Adam R. Hall.
Joint School of Nanoscience and Nanoengineering, Greensboro, NC, USA.
Nanopore translocation experiments have revealed many interesting single
molecule characteristics, including molecular size and local structure. In
this work, we investigate the effects of pH on Lambda (D) DNA transloca-
tions through solid-state nanopores. We measure dwell time and conductance
blockage of unfolded D DNA while varying the pH systematically over a range
from 3 to 10. Our measurements indicate that electrophoresis (EP), electroos-
mosis (EM), and diffusion (DF) all play important roles during the transport
process. We find that D DNA mean dwell times increase as the electrolyte pH
approaches the DNA isoelectric point and translocation direction changes
polarity at low pH. The relative contributions of EP, EM and DF change at
different rates with pH to produce the observed net effects. Our results
emphasize the importance of DNA and nanopore zeta potential considerationswhen analyzing single molecule translocation dynamics and offer a possible
route towards reduced translocation speed while retaining high signal-to-
noise ratio.
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Force Spectroscopy of Single Stranded DNA with Biological Nanopore
MspA
Elizabeth A. Manrao, Ian M. Derrington, Jens H. Gundlach.
University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA.
Biological nanopores are single molecule sensors able to probe individual DNA
molecules. In this method, a nanometer scale pore is inserted into a lipid bilayer
in an electrolyte solution. Voltage is applied across the bilayer and the ionic
current through the pore is measured. DNA nucleotides residing in the pore
constriction modulate the resistance of the DNA-pore system. Our group pre-
viously introduced Mycobacterium smegmatis porin A (MspA) as a biological
nanopore sensor with high signal to noise resolution of DNA nucleotides. In
this work, we perform force spectroscopy on individual single-stranded DNA
molecules. DNA molecules are attached to NeutrAvidin and driven into
MspA until the NeutrAvidin comes to rest on MspA’s entrance. Approximately
14 nucleotides span the distance to MspA’s constriction. The nucleotides
within the pore constriction experience a force proportional to the applied volt-
age. By varying the voltage applied across the pore, we detect stretching of the
DNA with angstrom precision. These experiments validate MspA as a single
molecule tool to study mechanical properties of DNA.
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Single Enzyme Activity Detected with a Nanoelectronic Sensor
Landon Prisbrey1, Tal Sharf1, Sophie Ripp2, Kerstin Blank2,
Ethan D. Minot1.
1Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR, USA, 2Radboud University
Nijmegen, Nijmegen, Netherlands.
Today’s single molecule studies rely almost exclusively on force-based detec-
tion and/or optical detection. A third, fundamentally new, detection technology
utilizes the electrostatic signals generated by single molecules. using the pro-
tease thermolysin we show that enzymatic activity can be detected with single
turnover resolution using a carbon nanotube field-effect transistor sensor. A sin-
gle thermolysin molecule is site-specificially immobilized to the carbon nano-
tube via a cysteine residue. In the presence
of a thermolysin substrate the sensor
shows discrete switching between two
conductivity levels. The switching signal
depends on the substrate concentration,
and does not occur in the absence of sub-
strate. We envision that this approach
can be generalized to a large number of
enzymes, allowing for single enzyme stud-
ies of many enzyme-substrate systems.
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Lipid Bilayers with Integrated Microelectronics for High-Resolution Ion
Channel Recordings
Jacob Rosenstein, Kenneth L. Shepard.
Columbia University, New York, NY, USA.
Applications in drug discovery and nanopore DNA sequencing demand highly
integrated and scalable electrophysiology platforms for ion channel recordings.
Both the physical size and high-frequency signal-to-noise ratio of such systems
are commonly constrained by the interconnects and fluidics accompanying
a measurement, rather than by fundamental properties of the channel proteins
or electronics involved. Here we present a platform for high-resolution ion
channel recordings which physically integrates custom low-noise electronic
voltage-clamp preamplifiers with ion channel proteins in reconstituted lipid
membranes. We demonstrate scenarios in which single-channel resolution is
maintained to very high signal bandwidths, and provide a window into the
high data rates and channel densities which can be achieved by leveraging ex-
isting complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) microelectronics
for advanced electrophysiology platforms.
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Estimating the Geometry of Scanning Ion Conductance Microscope
Pipettes from Resistance Variation with Breakage
Matthew Caldwell, Samantha J.L. Del Linz, Trevor G. Smart,
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